that's when funds run out or when decisions have been made that see it in action. At 1:00 I'm expected to attend an FSA hoard of directors meeting. Issues on student wages and employment will be discussed. Additionally, I'll be in my office to deal with S.A. problems. I'll also spend most of my day answering questions, serving as a "sound man" for student opinion on administration decisions and for other university and outside publics as well.

As President of the Central Council I have the privilege of being an outside observer of activities on the campus. In my role as student body president, I have discovered that there are some people who call all the third floor offices, the "third floor clique." I've found this to be a very interesting experience. Some of the people I've met are very interesting. I've learned a lot about administration and broader issues, and I've had the opportunity to meet very interesting people. I've learned a lot about administration and broader issues, and I've had the opportunity to meet very interesting people.
Space Cruise Seen as Enrollment Grows

by Carol Mackey

SUNY Albany's student population continues to grow and the campus is working hard to accommodate the increase. The student body is now over 13,000 and is predicted to reach 15,000 in the next few years. The increase in enrollment has created a demand for more facilities and resources to support the growing student population.

In the past, the college has had to increase its budget to meet the needs of the expanding student body. This is expected to continue as enrollment continues to rise. The college is also looking into ways to improve the physical infrastructure, such as building more dormitories and classrooms.

The increased enrollment also has implications for the college budget. The college will need to find additional funding to support the growing student body, which may involve exploring new revenue streams or requiring increased state funding.

As the student population grows, the college will need to ensure that it has the resources and infrastructure in place to support the increased demand. This may involve making changes to existing programs or creating new ones to meet the needs of the expanding student body.

Council Condemns

Evictions, Supports McGeown

by Russ Jankowski

The Student Association voted to support the eviction of a student and to send a letter to the administration expressing support for McGeown.

The Student Association is concerned about the situation and believes that the student's behavior is inappropriate. The association is also concerned about the impact that the student's actions may have on other students and the campus community.

The Student Association is working with the administration to ensure that the student receives the support and resources necessary to address any issues that may have contributed to the situation.

Sunya Stick-Ups

In Mike McGowan's SUNYA Senate, there has been a push to increase student representation on campus. This is being done in an effort to provide a voice for students and to ensure that their concerns are being heard.

Some students have been expressing concern about the lack of representation on campus. They have been calling for more student involvement in decision-making processes and for the student voice to be heard.

The SUNYA Senate is looking at ways to increase student representation, and there are proposals on the table to explore different options.
A Chat with the Veep

Eyro T. Agnew, Vice President of the United States, is a Virginia native and was last week in Albany for a series of college appearances. The campus is one of many stops in the state during his campaign to be elected on November 7.

Q: What is your opinion of the current administration?

A: I think the President’s programs are extremely important. They are designed to solve some of the most critical problems facing our nation today. The current administration has taken important steps towards achieving these goals. However, there is room for improvement, especially in the areas of foreign policy and domestic issues.

Q: Do you believe the current administration has been successful?

A: I think the current administration has had some successes, particularly in the fight against terrorism. However, there are also areas where they have been less successful, such as in the handling of the economy and the response to natural disasters.

Q: What do you see as the biggest challenge facing the United States today?

A: The biggest challenge facing the United States today is ensuring the security of our nation and our people. We must continue to work towards a world where nations respect each other and cooperate to solve common problems. At the same time, we must be vigilant against threats both at home and abroad.

Q: What are some of the key issues that you will focus on during your campaign?

A: My campaign will focus on a number of key issues, including jobs, healthcare, education, and national security. I will work to create jobs and ensure that every American has access to quality healthcare. I will also prioritize education reform and national security to protect our country and our people.

Q: Do you have any specific plans for foreign policy?

A: I believe in strong alliances with our friends and allies around the world. We must also work to ensure the spread of democracy and freedom in other nations. I will work towards these goals and continue to strengthen our relationships with our partners.

Q: What is your stance on the issues of immigration and border security?

A: I believe in a secure and humane immigration system. We need to ensure that our borders are protected, but we also need to respect the rights of those who seek refuge in our country. I will work towards a fair and compassionate immigration system that protects our nation and our people.

Q: What is your opinion on the issue of climate change?

A: I believe that climate change is a real and pressing issue. We need to take action to reduce our carbon footprint and work towards a sustainable future. I will support policies that promote renewable energy and reduce greenhouse gas emissions.

Q: Do you have any plans for economic growth?

A: I believe in creating a strong and stable economy for all Americans. We need to invest in our infrastructure, promote innovation, and support small businesses. I will work towards policies that create jobs and stimulate economic growth.

Q: What is your position on healthcare reform?

A: I believe in a system that provides access to quality healthcare for all Americans. We need to ensure that everyone has access to healthcare, regardless of their income or location. I will support policies that promote affordable and comprehensive healthcare.

Q: Do you have any plans for reforming our education system?

A: I believe that education is the key to our nation’s future. We need to invest in our schools and ensure that every child has access to a quality education. I will support policies that promote education reform, including funding for schools, teacher training, and curriculum improvements.

Q: What is your opinion on the issue of gun control?

A: I believe in responsible gun ownership and the need for common-sense gun control laws. We need to ensure that firearms are not easily available to those who would use them for harm. I will support policies that promote responsible gun ownership and common-sense gun control.

Q: Do you have any plans for improving foreign policy relations?

A: I believe in strong alliances with our friends and allies around the world. We need to work together to promote stability and progress in our region. I will support policies that promote international cooperation and strengthen our relationships with our partners.

Q: What is your position on the issue of immigration?

A: I believe in a secure and humane immigration system. We need to ensure that our borders are protected, but we also need to respect the rights of those who seek refuge in our country. I will work towards a fair and compassionate immigration system that protects our nation and our people.

Q: What is your opinion on the issue of border security?

A: I believe in strong border security to protect our nation and our people. We need to ensure that our borders are protected, but we also need to respect the rights of those who seek refuge in our country. I will support policies that promote border security and respect the rights of those who seek refuge.

Q: What is your position on the issue of climate change?

A: I believe in the importance of protecting our environment and taking action against climate change. We need to reduce our carbon footprint and work towards a sustainable future. I will support policies that promote renewable energy and reduce greenhouse gas emissions.

Q: What is your opinion on the issue of economic growth?

A: I believe in creating a strong and stable economy for all Americans. We need to invest in our infrastructure, promote innovation, and support small businesses. I will work towards policies that create jobs and stimulate economic growth.

Q: What is your position on the issue of healthcare reform?

A: I believe in a system that provides access to quality healthcare for all Americans. We need to ensure that everyone has access to healthcare, regardless of their income or location. I will support policies that promote affordable and comprehensive healthcare.

Q: What is your opinion on the issue of education reform?

A: I believe that education is the key to our nation’s future. We need to invest in our schools and ensure that every child has access to a quality education. I will support policies that promote education reform, including funding for schools, teacher training, and curriculum improvements.

Q: What is your position on the issue of gun control?

A: I believe in responsible gun ownership and the need for common-sense gun control laws. We need to ensure that firearms are not easily available to those who would use them for harm. I will support policies that promote responsible gun ownership and common-sense gun control.

Q: What is your opinion on the issue of foreign policy relations?

A: I believe in strong alliances with our friends and allies around the world. We need to work together to promote stability and progress in our region. I will support policies that promote international cooperation and strengthen our relationships with our partners.

Q: What is your position on the issue of immigration?

A: I believe in a secure and humane immigration system. We need to ensure that our borders are protected, but we also need to respect the rights of those who seek refuge in our country. I will work towards a fair and compassionate immigration system that protects our nation and our people.

Q: What is your opinion on the issue of border security?

A: I believe in strong border security to protect our nation and our people. We need to ensure that our borders are protected, but we also need to respect the rights of those who seek refuge in our country. I will support policies that promote border security and respect the rights of those who seek refuge.

Q: What is your position on the issue of climate change?

A: I believe in the importance of protecting our environment and taking action against climate change. We need to reduce our carbon footprint and work towards a sustainable future. I will support policies that promote renewable energy and reduce greenhouse gas emissions.

Q: What is your opinion on the issue of economic growth?

A: I believe in creating a strong and stable economy for all Americans. We need to invest in our infrastructure, promote innovation, and support small businesses. I will work towards policies that create jobs and stimulate economic growth.

Q: What is your position on the issue of healthcare reform?

A: I believe in a system that provides access to quality healthcare for all Americans. We need to ensure that everyone has access to healthcare, regardless of their income or location. I will support policies that promote affordable and comprehensive healthcare.

Q: What is your opinion on the issue of education reform?

A: I believe that education is the key to our nation’s future. We need to invest in our schools and ensure that every child has access to a quality education. I will support policies that promote education reform, including funding for schools, teacher training, and curriculum improvements.

Q: What is your position on the issue of gun control?

A: I believe in responsible gun ownership and the need for common-sense gun control laws. We need to ensure that firearms are not easily available to those who would use them for harm. I will support policies that promote responsible gun ownership and common-sense gun control.

Q: What is your opinion on the issue of foreign policy relations?

A: I believe in strong alliances with our friends and allies around the world. We need to work together to promote stability and progress in our region. I will support policies that promote international cooperation and strengthen our relationships with our partners.
Is it a Bird? A Plane? It's a White Elephant

The Defense Department's tragic waste of national resources is nothing new. The SALT II agreement signed last spring by the Soviet Union and the United States has now been limited, but it remains an ominous and hallucinatory mistake. While the U.S. and Soviet forces may not directly confront each other, the two superpowers continue to build up their nuclear arsenals. The arms race continues unabated.

The most expensive project now being proposed is the Global Interceptor (G.I). This year's defense budget for the G.I. project is estimated at $10 billion. The G.I. system is expected to cost $50 billion to $60 billion to develop and produce. The G.I. system is intended to intercept enemy missiles in space and destroy them before they can reach the earth.

This is an expensive, risky, and unnecessary project. The G.I. system would likely not work even if it were built. The probability of a successful interception is extremely low. The G.I. system would also be vulnerable to countermeasures, such as decoys and counter-interceptors. The G.I. system would also be a target for attack by enemy forces.

The G.I. system is an example of how U.S. military spending is being squandered on无效的武器系统. The G.I. system is a waste of resources that could be better spent on more effective military and non-military projects. The G.I. system is an example of the Pentagon's tendency to spend money on projects that are overpriced, unnecessary, and ineffective.

The G.I. system is also an example of the Pentagon's tendency to spend money on projects that are overpriced, unnecessary, and ineffective. The G.I. system is a waste of resources that could be better spent on more effective military and non-military projects. The G.I. system is an example of the Pentagon's tendency to spend money on projects that are overpriced, unnecessary, and ineffective.

The G.I. system is an example of how U.S. military spending is being squandered on无效的武器系统. The G.I. system would likely not work even if it were built. The probability of a successful interception is extremely low. The G.I. system would also be vulnerable to countermeasures, such as decoys and counter-interceptors. The G.I. system would also be a target for attack by enemy forces.

The G.I. system is a waste of resources that could be better spent on more effective military and non-military projects. The G.I. system is an example of the Pentagon's tendency to spend money on projects that are overpriced, unnecessary, and ineffective.
Decry Cuts; Discuss Relevancy

SUNY Trustees
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Top: A member of the UNH student body stands in the snow.
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Electrophonic AM/FM unit.
mike stands. $120, or offer.

Solid Portable combo organ

Many new parts, excellent condition, $650. Sue 465-8991.

New exhaust system, tires. Best offer. 1966 Chevy Caprice -

457-7763.

Many extras. Must sell. Call 457-4656.

1964 Saab. $100. Call 465-7991.

Power steering, power disk brake.

1962 Pontiac. $289. Four new tires (fibreglass).

1965 Mustang 2+2 Fastback, brown, 3,850 original miles, Mint, must sell. Call 432-4816.

1965 Elan, $110, Call 403-7951.

1969 Charger Star, white, 2,000 orig.

$400, Call Mike Hildebrandt 827-4676.

1966 Versa, 43,000 miles, Automatic. $2,400 or best offer. Call 472-7144 or 457-7763.

1969 Corvair, es.条件, $4,000 or best offer. Call 498-2500.

Many interested buyers. Call 498-1500.

Small brokerage firm needs a new secretary. Must live in Albany. Call 472-0828.


HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED

Music:

Electrophone AM/FM unit, $100. Includes change. $750

Near Mint condition. Call (518) 851-2650.

Female Italian amplifier, 2 months old, $125, or offer.

457-4656.

Vihol. Good sound condition.

Cara 4337, $1,000 or offer.

Portable cassette player; 5 models available. Prices range from $25 to $50. Call 472-0828.
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Music:

Electrophone AM/FM unit, $100. Includes change. $750

Near Mint condition. Call (518) 851-2650.

Female Italian amplifier, 2 months old, $125, or offer.

457-4656.

Vihol. Good sound condition.

Cara 4337, $1,000 or offer.

Portable cassette player; 5 models available. Prices range from $25 to $50. Call 472-0828.
Booters Rip Queens 6-3; Alvarez Nets Pair

Harriers Tough In Defeat

by Ralph Miller

On a day when the weather was not particularly conducive to cross-country racing, the Army Booters headed into Saturday's meet with high hopes. Although the weather was cold and the wind a bit brisk, the Army runners still managed to put on a strong performance, finishing the race in first place with a time of 16:25.

Army Coach John Scrudcrer was pleased with the performance of his team, particularly the top runners: Nick Johnson, Scott Abercrombic, and Carlo Cherubino. Nick Johnson finished first with a time of 15:48, Scott Abercrombic second with 16:10, and Carlo Cherubino third with 16:25.

The race was held at the Albany College campus and was part of the Dutch Quad Invitational. The Booters hope to continue their strong performance in future meets.

Rain Hampers Tourney; Danes Finish 3rd

Netters Tough Under Pressure

by Richard Yanku

When it comes to tennis, the "pressure" can sometimes be as intense as the actual performance. For the Danes, this pressure is magnified by the fact that they are looking to end a losing streak against the Central State Spartans. However, the Danes are confident in their abilities and are determined to come out on top.

The Danes' coach, John Sc rudcr, is counting on his team's strong work ethic and determination to pull off a victory. He has been working closely with his players to ensure that they are well-prepared for the match, focusing on both their physical and mental readiness.

With the Danes playing at home, they have a strong advantage. They are familiar with the court and know the best strategies to use against the Spartans. The Danes will be relying on their teamwork and individual skills to make a statement in this match.

Dutch Quad Board Party

Place: Dutch Quad Flagroom

Featuring: Total Cuddl

Wine & Beer served

sponsored by dutch quad board

funded by student tax

OFFICIAL WRITER'S DIARY PRESENTATION OF THE ALBANY STATE S.I.C.}

Come see the event in action at the Dutch Quad flagroom on Tuesday, October 11, 1972. The event will feature some of the most talented musicians and comedians in the area, providing a night of entertainment and fun for all.

The featured performers will include the popular band Total Cuddl, as well as other local talents. The event will also feature wine and beer served by Dutch Quad.

Tickets are available at the door and can be purchased in advance. Doors open at 9:00 PM. For more information, please call Dutch Quad at 271-3000.
Defense Stops RIT; Danes Win 28-7

by Dave Wiggles

Defense provided one touchdown, gave the Danes good field position on several other drives, and limited RIT to 208 total yards, including 93 yards on the ground.

Danes Outplayed RIT

The Danes downed RIT, 28-7, Saturday afternoon at Heroes Stadium. Defense stopped RIT’s offense in its tracks and the offense did enough to put the game away.

Danes Closed Out First Half

Danes closed out the first half, leading 17-0, after a 10-play, 77-yard drive. Three plays later, Marvin Perry bolted 21 yards to the RIT 2-yard line. Perry scored on the next play and the Danes led 17-0.

Danes Open Second Half

The Danes opened the second half, leading 28-0, after a 7-play, 58-yard drive. Danes scored on the next play and the Danes led 28-0.

Defense Stopped RIT

Danes defense stopped RIT on three of their six drives, including two turnovers.

Danes Outplayed RIT

Danes outplayed RIT on both offense and defense.

Unsung Grid Heroes:
Danes Offensive Line

by Bill Holley

Albany’s gridiron heroes, the Unsung Grid Heroes, were featured again this week.

Danes Offensive Line

The Unsung Grid Heroes were featured again this week. The Danes offensive line is one of the best in the nation.

Danes Gridiron Heroes

The Danes gridiron heroes were featured again this week. The Danes are one of the top teams in the nation.

Class of 1973 sponsors a BLOOD DRIVE

Campus Center Ballroom

October 3 - 7:30 to 10:30 PM

Suggestion Box for Senior Week Activities and Graduation

Speakers in the Ballroom
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Israeli Dancing a Success

by Wendy Almstrom

Every Thursday night in the fall season the Mildner Lounge is filled with the sound of music. Cheerful music fills the air as the dance floor is packed with people. The music is a blend of Israeli and American music.

Dancing in the Mildner Lounge

On Thursday night, music and dancing take place in the Mildner Lounge. The music is provided by the Mildner Lounge Band.

Dancing is a Success

Dancing in the Mildner Lounge is a success. The music and dancing create a fun atmosphere.

The October Album

by Bill Brown

The October Album, "How to Stop" (A&M SP 4348) provides yet another glimpse into the mind of the early Seventies. The album is a collection of songs that reflect the music of the time.

The picture

The picture shows the members of the band in a recording studio.

The October Album

The October Album is a collection of songs that reflect the music of the time.
POCO “Socko” in Gym!

by Bill Brina

Poor and Gilly Road played the Gym” admirably on Wednesday.

Concerts, Openings, Etc

“Harmony U,” a State University of New York at Albany Music Department Faculty Concert, featuring works by Bach, Scarlatti, Beethoven, Bartok and other Baroque masters, is held this Monday at 8 p.m. at the Performing Arts Center of the Hall.

Performers include Rudi Miller, Isaac, Lance, Nanci, Sue, Mary, Jim, and Daniel. Student tickets are free. At the door, $5.

Baxter’s Cafe, Hill Madison Avenue (between Ontario and Quail), is the place to go to hear live music and bring your friends.

SocioLogical

“Re flee T UPON*...”

Bobo Fieldhouse lasl Friday nite. Isaac’s appearance itself was a tremendous event. His performance was a great joy to the audience (I’m no dance critic) and to me as a fellow musician. His voice is beautiful, and he can make it sound as if he is singing at the top of his lungs or at the slightest whisper. His guitar playing is excellent, and he manages to make it sound both smooth and fast at the same time. His shows are always different from his past albums.

Sutra records, their first having been released on January 1st, will be releasing their second album next month.

The mayor stated that a number of neighbors have complained about the noise levels and that the city administration has no authority to do anything about it. The residents are responsible for knowing and enforcing the laws as they appear on record. He also stated that the city had not increased in the number of complaints and that the city had not increased in the number of complaints and that the city had not increased in the number of complaints and that the city had not increased in the number of complaints and that the city had not increased in the number of complaints.

The possibility of testing the constitutionality of the housing ordinances still remains a possibility. We have not had any reports of any complaints or any legal actions taken against the city.

One other major issue was the question of neighborhood noise. The mayor also assured the attendees that the city administration would not be releasing any new licenses without proper notification to the neighbors.

The mayor stated that a number of neighbors have complained about the noise levels and that the city administration has no authority to do anything about it. The residents are responsible for knowing and enforcing the laws as they appear on record. He also stated that the city had not increased in the number of complaints and that the city had not increased in the number of complaints and that the city had not increased in the number of complaints and that the city had not increased in the number of complaints and that the city had not increased in the number of complaints.

Another participant, Student Association President Mike Lampert, said that the students would continue to work on the issue and would not give up until they were heard.

When asked if he felt the students had made any progress, Lampert said that he felt they had made progress. "We’re working hard to make sure that our voices are heard," he said. "We’re not going to let the city administration get away with it."